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RULES jERSUS DISCRETION IN MONETARY POLICi, 

Stanley FiscnerL 

Discretionary monetary policy has long been an anomaly to liberal 

economists, Henry Simons addressed the issue2 in his classic paper 'Rules 

versus Authorities in Monetary Policy" (1948, original in i936;i 

The monetary problem stands out today as the great intellectual challenge 
to the liberal faith. . . The liberal creed demands the organization of 
our economic life largely tnrough individual participation in a game xutn 
definite rules. ... [Diefinite, stable, legislative rules of tne game as 
to monej are of paramount importance to the survival of a system oased on 
freedom of enterprise. (pp. 160—162, emphasis in original; 

Simons posed the issue as one of rules versus authority or, rules 

versus ziscretion. That dichotomy should rather be seen as a continuum, in 

whim the evtent of discretion left to the monetary authority is determined by 

tne specificity of the objectives it is given, and the immediacy of the link 

oetween its actions and the attainment of those omiectives. At one extreme of 

Siscretion, a monetary authority could have the full powers of the Fed (to ouy 

and sell securities, set tne discount rate, reserve requirements, And other 

regulations( and be given the objective of promoting economic well—being. 

'World Bank and MIT, and Research Associate, NBER. This paper was prepared 
as a chapter for the forthcoming Handbook of Monetary Economics edited oy 
Benjamin Friedman ano Frank Hahn. I am grateful to Olivier Blanchard, Ben 
Friedman and Milton Friedman for helpful comments, and the National Science 
Foundation for research support. 
21t had been discussed a century earlier, in the context 0f the dispute 
between the currency and banking schools (finer, 1953, Chapter Vi. Fetter 
'1965, p.174; quotes the Chancellor of the Exchequer saying in l839 i deny 
the applicability of tne general principle of the freedom of trade to the 
question of maying money'. 



Both tne cbective, economic wI—being, and the link between the monetary 

authoritys actions and the attainment of the objective are vague. t tne 

other mzreme, the central bark could be directed to expano its icings on 

government securities weekly, at an annual rate of 4 per year 

Intermediate arrangements enist in several countries, in wricn tne 

central bank is given general objectives but required to report regularly 
nd 

justify it plan of action for a reasonable period ahead Its plans nay be 

summarized By money and interest rate targets. It nay al be repuirez to 

report on the execution and outcome of pact policies. The reports may be made 

to the legislature to the Treasury or to the public. In tre last case, 

public crtticim and the inherent threat that the legislature will intervCne, 

constitute the limits on the powers of the institution. 

Bisons conscoered alternative monetary rules, including constancy ci 

the quantity of money but, noting the danger of sharp changes on the velocity 

side lp.ld4 , concluded that the optimal rule at least for an interim period 

was for the central bank to stabilize the price level. Mints 11950) likewise 

supported a price—level ruI for the United States Milton Friedman 1)948) 

after echoing Bisons point of principle, developed a framework in which 

fiscal and monetary policy would operate automatically. It included 10O. 

reserve money, essentially constant government spending and tax rates, and, 

through full monetary financing of deficits, countercyclical monetary growth. 

Friedean 11948) raised the question of whether long and variable lags 

in the operation of policy might cause the active (thouph automatic) 

countercyclical policy of the framework t be destabilizing. In fp..rsm+cr 

(19b0) he argued, on the basis of research later puoliehed 

in Friedman and Schwartz (l93) , that the the Fed ha; frequently teen a source 



of economic instability. Given the record and the theoretical implicationS of 

long and variable lags, Friedman advocated the rule that the growth rate of 

money be held ionstant. On the general issue of rules versus discretion, he 

suggested that discretion had permitted destabilizing shifts in monetary 

policy am the central bank had deen wayd by public opinion arid political 

pressures) ar that, zecause the criteria for judging the performance of the 

monetary authority are SO imprecise, the Feds discretionary powers had 

enabled it to escape serious public scrutiny. 

new set of arguments in the rules versus discretion debate developed 

frori the dynamic inconsistency literature brought to macroeconomics by cydland 

and Prescott l977) At the formal level, Friedman s analysis uffermd from 

the logical weakness that discretion seemed to dominate ruleer if a particular 

rule would stabilize trim economy, then discretionary policymakerm could always 

behave that way——end retain the flexibility to change the rule as rieeded. 

The dynamic inconsistency literature snowed that precommitment oy monetary 

authorities could improve the behavior of the economy. 

In this chapter I first discuss the gold standard as a quasi—automatic 

monetary policy regime, then turn to the issues raised by the Chicago school. 

Alternative monetary rules are esamined in Section III. The modern literature, 

vFriedman il9âO) esplains the switch from his earlier 4ramewor as resulting 
from the empirical evidence, Cogent criticisms of the 1O''. money proposal 
and the linking of monetary and fiscal policy by Clark Earburton 19db, 

Chapter Id, original in 1952) may also have played a role. Warburton (lbb, 
Chapter 17, original in 1952) came close to advocating a constant money 

growth rule, suggesting an annual growth rate averaging 4—5l, with 

variations of not much more than 1—2/. per annum to allow for changes in 

velocity. Seiden 19d2) reviews the developmmnt of suppOrt for the conStant 

growth rate rule, giving substantial credit to Warburton. 

However Friedman id confront the issue of why a formal rule might om 
preferable to a discretionary policy, making an analogy to the dill of 
Rights (l9d2, pp.29—24l. 
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tentered around the concept of dynamic inconsistency, and its relevance to the 

rules versus discretion debate is the focus of ecticns i tnrough fl 

t The Gob Staniard. 

pure gold standard is a fully automatic monetary system. The 

specie—f low mechanism in hiih the money stack adjusts through the balance 0f 

payments reveals the equilibrating tandence; inherent in the system. 
With 

all goods traded and their prices equalized worIwide, adustnent comes 

purely through wealth effects as the outflow of gold )specie 4rm a country 

with a current account deficit reduces the flow of spending in that country. 

With non—traded goocs in each country, adjustments in the relative price f 
home goods that shift domestic spending between home and 

traded goods provds 

an additional stabilizing mechanism, as in Humes analysis. 

although far from fully automatic, the gold standard 
in its neyday 

was as close to a monetary system operated by rule as there has been. I 

therefore briefly review both the operation 0f the System and nineteenth 

century analyses f it, primarily in the United Xin;ooe where the theory and 

practice cf central banking developed. The context was one in which 

commercial banking we; developing rapidly and the question of the effects 0f 

changes in the quantity of bank deposits on the economy was being 
discussed. 

The debate between the currency and banking schools preceding Peel s 

Bank Act in 1B44 that determined the formal structure of the Bank of England 

explicitly addree;ed the rules versus discretion issue. The currency school 

argued that the quantity of currency should vary precisely as it would if all 

Viner (1955, Chapter VI) present; a Full analysis of gold standard 
mechan ices. 
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money were gold, meaning that the balance of payments snould determine 

changes in the quantity of currency; they did not view bank deposits 
as 

money; inc they favored tne use of monetary rules rather than discretion. 

The oanking school disagreed on these issues. Botn schools oelieved that the 

currency should be Kept convertiole into gold6. 

The temper of the times, soon to produce tna Corn Laws, 
favored tne 

use of markets and not discretionary authority. The Bank Act, reflecting 

currency school views', put a strict limit on the Bank s issue of fiduciary 

money and required all other Bank of England notes to be backed 1007. by 

gold". The Bank of England had claimed since 1832 to be determining 
tne 

quantity of currency by following currency acnool principles', but tns 

currency school was nonetheless severely critical of the Bank a misuse of its 

discretionary powers.'' 

Banking scnool opponents of the Bill argued both tnat it was a 

mistake to treat only currency as money, and that the gob stancard rule for 

determining the stock of money was in any case unwise, since 
the appropriate 

oehavior of the money stock depended on wnether movements in tne Bank of 

England s reserve were caused by domestic or foreign disturbances, 
and on 

"Good descriptions of tne views of the two schools are contained in Mints 

(1945, Chapter VI), and Fetter (1965, Chapter Vt,. 

'Included in this school were Lord Overstone, G.W. Norman grendfatner of 

Montagu Norman), ano Robert Torrens. Peel himself recognized that in a 

crisis, discretionary authority might have to be evercised. (Kindleberger, 

1978, p173). 
"Silver was permitted to constitute up to one—fifth of reserves, out the 

Bank did not deal in silver after 1850. 
'This was tne so—called Palmer rule, described in 1832 sy .1. Horsley Tamer, 

governor of the Bank of England, as guiding the Bank s operations ,Petter, 

1965, ppl32—l33(. 
finer ml955, p.254( strongly supports their criticisms '. . .aurmng tne 

period from about 1800 to about 1860 the Bank of England almost continuously 

displayed an inevcusaole degree of incompetence or unwillingness to fulfi,, 

the requirements which could reasonably be demanded of a central bank. 



whether tne disturbances were permanent or temporary )Viner, 1Z, p.2ml?. 

Vitnouon the oanking school s real tills doctrine appeared to suggest a rule 

for Bank of England operations, the school did not propose an alternative 

legislative rule, Viner s )i95, p.281) summary of their position descrbes 

the general view of proponents of discretion: Peiiance must be had on tns 

good sense and the competence of those who nad charge of the credit 

operations of the banking syeten. 

Despite the 1844 Bank Act! British monetary policy during tne period 

from the Bank Act until 1914 was actively managec. The need for management 

arose! as the banking scncol had anticipated, from the presence ok fractional 

reserve banking. ClAims on the Bank of England were throughout the period as 

good as gold. Virtually the entire gold reserve of the country was neld by 

the Bank of England. In several crises, the Bank in lending freely to meet 

largely internal drains of currency exceeded the legal limit on its uncovered 

iiabilties. It was typically later indemnified by Act of Parliament. 

The central role to be played by bank rate in the operation of the 

gold standard was not anticipated in 1844. International capital flows 

responding to interest rate differentials moved gold far more rapidly than 

the classical specie—flow mechanism, During the heyday of the international 

gold standard, from 1880 to World War 1, an informal set of rules of the 

'tFetter ll9&, Chapter VI) describes the views of the critics of the Banv 
Act, including Tooke, Fullarton, and John Stuart Mill. 
'2This was the eituation decried by Bagehot 11906, original in 1873), who 
argued that it would have been better for the commercial banks to hold tneir 
own gold reserves. But he eaw no way of moving froe the current situation 
to the preferred alternative, instead vigorously developing the view that in 
a crisis the Bank should lend freely against hall good banking sacuritiest 
LmQn the operation of the gold standard, see Bordo and Schwartc )l984i 

particularly the introductory essay by Bordo, and Eichengreen il9BZ . The 
Eichengreen volume contains several classic sources; among others, W,hl. 

Scameell 'The working of the gold standard repays reading. 
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game is said to have developed to describe the discretionary actions that 

monetary authorities were to take in support of the system. A country 

suxferin; a current account deficit was supposed to tighten dOmestic credit, 

thereby protecting the gold reserve md gold convertibility by reducing oath 

capital outflows and domestic demand. 

Tie rules of the game were not formally agreed to, not well defined, 

and nay riot have been implemented. The Macmillan Committee (19313 paragraphs 

4b—47i unable to define operating rules of the gold standard3 set out 

principles to which :ntral banks in a gold standard system would subscribe3 

including the stability of price levels and exchange rates as goaLs of 

policy3 aria the avoidance of non-cooperative behavior. oodhart (19701 

defined the main rule to be protection of the gold reserve tnrougn oanx rate, 

arid found that the Banx followed the rule, Bloomfield (l99( , examining data 

for eleven countrieS over the period 1880l9l4, showed that central banks 

predominantly violated the rule that domestic policy actions should reinforce 

the specie-flow mechanism.' This is suggestive of sterilization3 which was 

"Moggridge (in Bordo and Schwartz3 1984, p.l9( says that the phrase was 

coined mo came into use only in 1930. 
The Curiliffe Commission s First Interim Beport on the return of the u.(c, 

to gold at the end of World War I contained a clear statement of trr common 

understanding: 
Whenever before the war the Banks reserves were being depleted3 the rate 

of discount was raised, This . . . by reacting upon the rates vor money 
generally, acted as a check which operated in two ways, On the one hand, 

raised money rates tended directly to attract gold to this country or to 

keep here gold that eight have left. On tie other hand, by lessening tie 

demands for leans for business purposes, they tended to check expenditure 

and so to lower prices in tnis country, with the result that imports 
era 

discouraged arid euports encouraged and the evchanges thereby turned 
in our 

'avour, Unless this tw—f1d check is kept in working order the wnol 
currency system will be imperilled. 

Paragraph l8 

"Econometric results presented by Sutton (l984i confirm the view triat the 

Bank was not obeying the rules of the game, though he broadens the 
rulec to 

preclude the Bank reacting countercyclically to domestic contract1on. See 

also papers on Germany, Sweden, and Italy, by, respectivelf, McGouldrick, 

Jonung, and Fratianni and Spinelli , in Bordo and Schwartz 1l984 , suggesting 
the rules were not followed. 
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certainly connon in the gold—exchange standard after World War I', notably 

in tne faure of the United States and Francs to expand tneir honey SuIi25 

in response to gold inflows. 

Inere is no question tnat tne gold standard monetary system cid not 

operate oy rule, In the first instance, countrtss sometimes left an: 

sonetinen returned to tne gold standard, oy discretion, And ever wnen they 

aere on tne gold standard, the central bank (in the United States, sometimes 

the Treasury) took an active, if not always succeseful , role in managing the 

system to mantan convertibility, The Bank of England manipulated tank rate 

actively, by discretion, mainly to protect the gold reeerve. 
18 The ruies of 

the game1 were far from being well—defined, 

''Bloosfisld s examination of the pre—World War I data follows the format of 
Nurkee s (1944) researcn on inter—Wsr monetary policy, 
18Sayers (1958, Chapter 2) provides a comciee account of the period after 

i873, moting that the Banks concern to protect its own income interfered 
with the development of its central banking activities. lfawtrey (l9a2 

covers a longer period and puts more emphasis on the mechanism sy which bank 
rate affected real activity: he saw the link as being mainly through 
inventory demans, and for that reason emphasiced that chanoejin tne rate, 
which lad to inventory accumulation or decumulation, were more significant 
than the level of the rate. 



Nonetheless, the gold standard came closer to a regime of rules tnan 

the current system. The key difference is that monetary policy had I clearly 

defined onjective that was for most of the period within the power of the 

monetary authority to achieve to maintain convertibility of the currency 

into gold at a fived price. Whether or not the rule ennanced economic 

staSility relative to alternative feasible policies is another matter, 

II. The Chicag School and Rules_versus Discretion. 

The Federal Reserve System was originally evpected to operate withi 

a gold—5tandard setting, although in specifying that the money stock was to 

be elastic, the Federal Reserve Act provided a contradictory guide to 

nonetar policy. Because it started operating suring World War I wnen many 

of the belligerents were effectively not on the gold standard, tne System 

began operations witn no effective legislative criterion for determining the 

total stock of money. The discretionary ludgment of a group of men was 

inevitably substituted for the quasi—automatic discipline 0f the gold 

standard (FrieSman and Schwartz, 1963, p. 193). 

the dLscretionary operation of monetary policy created little 

controversy so long as it was successful during the 1920 a. Proposals for 

monetary reform in the United States proliferates after the debacie of 

monetary policy in the Breat Depression, Impressed by bank failures, a group 

f Chicago economists in 1933 advocated a system in which banks would hoid 

lOOP. reserves against checkable deposits.' With lOOP. reserves Dank runs 

Hart (1952, 1935 in original) provides an account and critique of the 

'Chicago Plan", which he says was independently developed by L.aucruin Currie 
at Harvard. 



coulo not reouce the money stock, as they had in the Great ueprssson, 

Proponents included Irving Fisher (1945 origznal in 935)2 whose simplest 

plan requirec the money stock to be held constant alter a currency commission 

hed bought sufficient governeent securities to bring reserves up to 100%. 

kmong the alternatives proposed by Fiener were constancy of the per capita 

noninal money stock and a price stabilization rule. Fisher also implied tr,at 

interest might be paid on reserves, 

Mlthough the Chicago arguments for rules were originally developed in 

the oontevt of the 100% reeerve plan, they are not inherently related. 

Simons and Fisher could easily have advocated stabilizing the prize level in 

a fractional reeerve system. Friedman could later advocate the constant 

growth rate rule without requiring the economy first to move to 100% money. 

change to 100% reserves would have removed one potential weakness 

in an automatic system——the danger that a ioes of confidence would lead to 

runs on banks, But it should have been anticipated then, and is clear now 

from the fate of regulation in the seventies, that it would have Been 

impossible to maintain the restriction against the use of all other financial 

intermediary liazilities as means of payeent.tt The system would have 

required frequent legislative or discretionary rule changes to keep up with 

private sector attempts to circumvent the artificial barrier, and increased 

monetary uncertainty. Rather than prevent sharp changes in velocity the 100% 

2'In the preface, Fisher thanks sembers of the Chicago group and 

acknowledges their meeorandum on the 100% plan as the original source of 

many of the idees in the book. 
2tSimons (1948, p.l72) was aware of the difficulties. He thought that a way 
of handling them could be found 'when we conceive the problem broadly as 

that of achieving a financial structure in which the volume of short—term 

borrowing would be minieized, and in which only the government would be able 

to create (and destroy) either effective circulating media or obligations 
generally acceptable as hoards media." 
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reserve proposal by mandating the use of inefficient methods of banking, 

would nave ensured continuing shifts in velocity. Monetary rules are 

discusseo in tne remaincer of this chapter without reference to l) 

reserves. 

it is useful to distinguish two levels of argument in tie rules 

versus discretion debate. The first is general, examining tne case in 

principie for rules rather than discretion, without necessarily spacsfying 

the rule or details of the oiscretionary system. The second is specific, 

discussing wnetner the money supply should vary one way or the other, or 

whetner ncminax interest rates should oe fixed, and may be relevant to botn 

ciscretionary and rules systems. 

Friedman s general arguments for rules ratner than discretion are 

tnat a rule enaoies the nonetary authority to witnstand political pressures, 

provides criteria for judging its performance, and ensures certainty aoout 

economic policy for private agents, His specific argument for a constant 

growth rate rule was entirely pragmatic, that this would reduce economic 

instaiiiity. I briefly discuss Friedman's general case for rules and then in 

the nevt section examine alternative operating rules. 

insulating tne central bank from political pressures is, I believe, a 

worthy purpose, though it accords ill with a general preference for 

democratic decision making. The other two arguments are unpersuasive. 

--The payment of interest on reserves would reduce the incentive to invent 

non—bank depcsitory institutions, though it is unlikely even so that 

attempts to differentiate sharply between ianxs and other intermediaries in 

order to control the quantity of money would be successful. 
Friedman 1962) remarks on the inherently undemocratic nature of central 

banking, referring to the implicit view of Smile Moreau, a governor of the 

Bank of France ietween the Wars, that he, Norman, Schacnt and Strong zoulo 

run tne economies of tne world if only they were left alone to do so. The 
more recent view is that central oanks follow the prevailing political 
winds. Society of course makes arrangements to snield other types of 
oecision making——for instance legal——from immediate political pressures. 



what good s zt to evaluate tne performance of tte central sank f it i 

engaged in an evercise that is irrelevant to the isnavior of the 

macroeconomic ariables tnet matter? Far better ti rezuire tns central DanK 

eacy year, or quarter to evplain its actions, and to subject tne evpianaticn 

to tne uncertain evaluations of an imprecise sclence——as we do at present 

Certainty iDout economic policy is not a compelling argument for rules 

either. Economic agents want certainty about prices and about output; cans 

aszze they have no inherent interest in the behavior of the stock oK money. 

If a discretionary policy that produced an unpredictaDle patri for money 

ensured price stability and full employment, the uncertainty about monetary 

policy would be of no account. 

Leaving aside the dynamic inconsistency argument that will be 

discussed later, it is difficult to evaluate the argument of principle made 

by bisons and most proponents of rules. successful discretionary monetary 

policy that maintains reasonable price stability and employment will likely 

do more t maintain the general use of free merkets and personal freedoms 

than an unsuccessful rule that causes discontent over tie basic organization 

of tie economy. I will therefore analyze alternative policies with differing 

degrees of discretion in terms 4 the likely economic outcomes, leaving the 
reader to factor in his or her preference for rules as a matter of principle. 

III. lternative Rules. 

In this section I ccn;ider alternative monetary policies: tnie 

Friedman cntant money growth rule the possibility of feedback monetary 

rules, including the frequent modern proposals for a neinal NP rule; the 
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Fisher-Simons rule of a price level target and the Fisher "compensated 

dollar" proposal. I do not consider exchange rate based rules. 

Lh_catnI_?Qth_jQAkLv Friedman's argument for the constant growth 

rate rule-' rather than an active feedback rule is that there are long anb 

variable lags in the effects of monetary policy. Thus any active policy that 

esponos to current events may have its effects only at an inappropriate 

time. Let i oe the level of a target variable, say nominal SNP, and nt be 

the level of the money stock. The aim of policy is to minisioe the variance 

of t,,, conditional on infornation available up to period (t—si. Suppose that 

cI, Y = C1 m ,t Yt—. 4 t" i,t mt—i + Ct 

where . and Si.t are stochastic coefficients, and St is a diaturoance 

term, which can be taken to ie white noise. 

Consider now the role of lags. First, in tie absence of sags, active 

policy may be unnecessary: if the m, in tl:k were identically cero, anC gi 'en 

that is white noise, active monetary policy could not reduce the variance 

of nominal GNP. Long lags in the system, reflected in the m., make policy 

potentially more useful. The mechanisms that produce such lags are likely 

also to cause monetary policy to work with long lags. Long lags in the 

effects of policy by themselves are not necessarily an impediment to tne 

successful use of active countercyclical policy. lFecher end Cooper, lT73). 

If the coefficients in (1) were not stochastic, then optimal monetary policy 

could evactiy offset the lagged effects of earlier disturbances and monetar, 

policy by setting 

"4kfter some discussion, Friedman (1960) proposes there be no seasonal 
variation in the growth rate of money. This would restore the seasonal to 
interest rates. 



2 mt —C=3CE f—1 1 

Une fifficulcy with the policy in (2; is that it could produce 

instrument instability, requiring ever larger changes in the money stock to 

offset its lagged effects (Holbrook, 1972). it would te more likely to do so 

the more slowly the effects of money on output build up; if were snail, 

the rule ;2) would call for lerge fluctuations in the money stocu, In that 

sense long lags of policy could make the active policy in )2 uncesirable, 

but allowing for costs of instrument instability in the objective function, 

optinal policy would still in this model be active 

Uncertainty about the lag coefficients, the means that active 

use of monetary policy adds variability to income Active policy can still 

be used, cautiously, to reduce the variance of output, but the gain may ne 

smali.2 The presence of variable lags, then, makes optimal policy less 

active, and in that sense is an argument in favor of the constant growth rate 

rule. Totally inactive policy could be optimal if the mere use of active 

policy adds uncertainty to the system independent of the particular active 

policy followed.26 

Frieomans evidence for long and variable lags in the effects of 

money is based on a comparison of turning points in the growth rate of money 

and cyclical peaks in activity in NBER reference cycles. v' Reduced form 

evidence, for example of the St Louis Fed model (Andersen and Jordan, l97(H 

2This is the effect of multiplier uncertainty, discussed by Braimerd 
(1967). 

ThThie could be the case if econoeic agents viewed the Fed as either being 
totally inactive, or else potentially a source of instability——as implicit 
in Friedean e development of the case for a constant growth rate rule. 
27Friedmam (1969, original in 1961) discusses his evidence and criticisms of 
it. 
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or Barro 1978, or Plishkin (1q83) typically finds a reasonably close 

:cnnection between money growth and the subsequent behavior of nominal GNF.' 

in the It, LouiS model active monetary policy can be stabilizing even wnen 

lags are treateo as stochastic. (Cooper and Fischer, 1974 

In tne above example, a zero (logaritnm of the) money stock minimizes 

the noise aoded to tne system by active monetary policy. Tie question arises 

0f what is the corresponding monetary policy in practice (Diamond, l98. 

Fredman regards a policy of maintaining a constant growth rate of money as 

inactive, tnough even in this case the monetary rule has to specify whether 

past misses in attaining the given growth rate are to be ignored or 

corrected. Also to be considered are the questions of which monetary 

variable to target, and wnether an alternative policy such as attempting to 

fiv the nininal interest rate mignt produce a lower variance of the target 

aria 0 a. - 

Except if the argument for a rule is based on the principle of 

minimizing the Fed s discretion, these questions cannot be answered witnout 

uving an analytic and ultimately an eepirical model, Tne Fed a discretcn x 

minimized by giving it a task that it can accomplish exactly, the amplest of 

which is to require it to increase its portfolio each week at a given anruum 

rate, say 4'!. or OX.3o Statistical inference would place the mininun 

3The variability of lags found by Friedman could result from the onievion 
of ocner factors that move the cycle, such as fiscal policy. 
.?so long as a base level of a nominal variable such as the money atock ia 

specified, an interest rate pegging rule need not produce indeterninacy it 

the money stock. See 8lanchard and Fischer (1988, Chapter .0 ano McCai,m 
(1981) 

It is oecause he believes the Fed-s autnority should be minimized tnat 

Friedman has recently moved from his former proposal that the money grzwtn 
rule target Ml or 12 to the view that the monetary base should Os nab 

constant, 



uncertainty about the outcome of policy at the historical average ievei oh 

the monetary variable in the regression relating tne behavior of the target 

variable ;reai output, or nominal GNP( to the instrument variable. 

The strongest argument against a constant groath rate rule for money 

is that the velocity of all money stocks hae varied substantially end with 

come short—run predictability. It can be argued tnat these varations are 

themseivee induced by unstable monetary policy, but it is hard to oelieve 

that shocks to the demand for money that cause interest rate movements, and 

technical progress in the payments system will not cause continuing future 

changes in velocity. Because the behavior of the stock of money per se is 

not the ultimate goal of policy, there is no reason other than the fear that 

any active policy will degenerate for not taking such changes into account in 

setting monetary targets. 

Interest Rate versus Mg.fl!j Targets: In a fasous article, Poole (1970) 

analyoed in the context of a fiaed price IS—UI model the guestion of whether 

output would oe more stable if monetary policy held the interest rate or the 

quantity of money fixed in the face of shocks to the IS curve (shocks from 

imvestment, consumption, or government demand for good;) and the LM curve 

(money demand shocks). The well—known answer is that interest rate pegging 

stabilioes output if shocks are primarily fros money desand, and that money 

stock fixing is preferable if shocks are primarily froe the IS curve. 

If the price level is allowed to vary, and with rational 

expectations, monetary policy cannot affect the behavior of output unless the 

monetary authority has an informational advantage, or equivalently, if some 

prices are fixed before monetary policy decisions are made3t. Assume as 

'I abstract here from Mundell—Tobin and other effects through which changes 
in the growth rate of money affect real variables even when all markets 
clear. 
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seems realistic that the monetary authority can react after wages are set. 

n a model with IS and LM curves, plus an aggregate supply curve in wnicn 

output is an increasing function of the price level relative to the expected 

price level, results similar to Poole s are octained with respect to IS and 

UI shocxs. The relative impact of a supply shock unoer money ann interest 

rate rules oepends on tne parameters in the nodei whan the level of outpt 

is rekvt: . little affected iv price level movements, mona7 stcc targxtin; 

xtxoiiicvs output revtive to interast rite targeting. 

r4onx5NPTarjp_; Among monetary rLes tnat allow for :nan;ing 

eiocic, a nominal CNP rule has received coneidaranle attention* he 

rule would specify a target path for nominal GNP, for instance one that grows 

at U.. If the target path for nominal SMP is pre—spetified for all time, 

policy accepts a linear and one—for—one tradeoff between changes in the price 

sevel and output. mis implies for instance acceptance of the need for a 

recession of 57. of real SNP in the face of a supply snocx tnat raises the 

price level 5%. It is unliKely tnat such a tradeoff would be accepced f tne 

cnoice were put explicitly. 

rfonethelsss, suppose that a target pstn for nominal SNP nas oxen 

specified. lonetary policy would then be chosen each period to bring GNP as 

close as possible to tne specified path. Given lags in tne operation o 

money, and if current money growth has small effects on current nominai SNP, 

such a policy is likely to produce instrument instability, ever increasing 

fluctuations in the money stock.34 The nominal GNP rule woulo tnen nave no 

33These results are developeo in detail in Blancnard and Fischer 1985, 

Chapter 1)) 

°3For instance, Bean (1983), Taylor il985; 

'lnstrument instability would not be a problem if we had full conficsncs in 
our models, but we can be sure tnat tne models will not continue to descrooc 

reality if the money supply fluctuates more than it ever has hietorcaliy, 



be calculatec imposing some costs on varations in money growth, Taylor 

lB5 evanines economic performance with nominal ONE targeting, empnasioing 

the ciffcuities caused Dy tne laggeo responses oh output and prices to 

previous policy. 

Once the impacts of past shocks, including tne lagged effects ot 

monetary policy, are recognized, an alternative mode oh ONE targeting may cc 

employed in which the monetary authority announces policies cnat are svpsctsc 

to bring the sconomy bscv to a target path gradually Cr the aim mht be to 

produce a given growth rate oh ONE sacn year, with pest deviations from 

target forgiven. The simplest methoc oh calculating the required growth rate 

of money is to use a forecasting equation for velocity cc derive tne grcwtn 

rate of money implied by the intermediate target levels of ONE, This was 

the policy hollowed cy the Sundesbank from iE7b to lEfT, witn target mcnay 

growth set annually Pischer, 1968) 

N related interpretation is that under nominal ONE targeting, tne 

monetary autnority announces each period a nominal ONE target rather than a 

target growth rate of money. With the nominal ONE target justified in 

public, this isa policy that gives the monetary authority the ciscreticn to 

adjust money growth in response to changes in velocity within the perioD. 

From the control theory viewpoint this change makes it possible in principle 

to come closer to achieving targets. Whether that would actually happen 

would depend am themonetary authoritys success at predicting velocity and 

the entent to which the greater discretion would enable it to pursue ctner 

objectives. 
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On this interpretation, in the context of a simple three—equation 

macroeconomic model——consisting of 19 and L.M curves plus the Lucam supply 

fun:ticn——a policy that fives nominal StOP within a period completely offsets 

the effects of demand shocks csnocks entering the IS and Lh curves on output 

and prices. Thus if the ultimate goals of policy are to veep output and the 

pr ice level at some terget level, monetary policy tnat successfully targets 

nominal StOP is appropriate when the economy is affected cy demano snocfs 

However, ooviously, an adverse supply shock would raise tne price level above 

its target level and reduce output below its target level. )Siancnard ano 

Fischer, 1988, Chapter 10), 

Price uevel Rules; As in the came of nominal StOP targeting, a price level 

rulm can bm viewed either as the specification of the objective of monetary 

policy or the basis for an operating rule. The Fisner—Simona price level 

rule is in Simons merely the specification of a target for eonetary poiicy. 

Fisher 1945, p.25 naves tne specific proposal that the Fed expand the money 

mtocv when the price level falls below target and contract when the price 

level rises above target. The dynamic properties of much a policy cannot im 

mvah.lated without an explicit model; lags in the operation of monetary polcy 

raise the possibility tne policy would actually be destabilizing, 

particularly because monetary policy seems to operate more slowly on prices 

than on real SNP, This suggests that a Fianer—Simonm rule could cause 

significant fluctuations in real StOP in trying to stasilize the price level. 

Fisher s "compensated sollar" proposal (1920, recently revived by 

'fall &l984) , proposes that the dollar ie exchangeable into gold, but that tne 

value of gold that is excnanged for a dollar be fixed in real terms, defined 

say by tne OH. The notion is that the gold standard check on excess issue 



of currency wcuio still be aveiaole, the simple gold stancaro crtericn of 

nairtining convertliiity would shill be there, huh hoe secular effects o 

cnxngee in the relative price of gold cn the aggregate price level would 

disappear 

The proposal givee the Fed a simple rule to follow——maintain 

ccnvertibiiity——anc appears ho promise price level etaoiiity Tne difficulty 

witn the acneme is host its dynamics are not unoerstood, particularly wrebner 

there would oe deshabil-icing speculation against the standard. For nstence, 

f the price of gold were adjusted monthly in accordance with the change ir 

the CR1, anticipated cnengee in the CPI would allow ndviduale to speculate 

by cuying or selling gold in advance of the cnenge n parity. Frobacly the 

imposition of suffcientiy large transactions costs would reduce the evbent 

of muon speculation, but the desirability and consequences of such tosts OCvC 

not been evpiored. Further, it is entirely unclear now the scheme inducee 

the wage fievibility that must be needed if the aggregate price level is ho 

be shade. 

LQgJgggL_ELpij±gJ None of these alternative policy proposals 

connands wide assent within the profesedon. Since Lucas s policy evaluation 

oritique yl97i , there hee been no accepted way of evaluating detailed policy 

proposals, There hae been a tendency to evaluate proposals either in very 

simple econometric models, which are set up as much for tractability as for 

realism, or in very simple theorstical eodele, aieo marked mainly by 

v5ln the introduction to the 3,5. edition of Webb (1R34 , 
James h. Rand Jr. 

claims this is precisely the policy followed in Britain after ts 1Q31 
departure froe the gold standard. 
36Thia includes the constant growth rate rule, which represents a 

significant change froe previous practice end therefore may nducs changes 
in economic structure in unexpected ways. 
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tractaoiiity. One auch modei tnat provides consioerable insight is tne 

tnrse—equation macro nodal consisting crf IS and h curves plus an aggregate 

supply curve However few appear to be convinced by such exercises——and tney 

are right, tor now a policy would operate in practice oepends to a 

considerable extent on the lags with which policy affects the relevant target 

' a r i at 1 as 

Yet policy evaluation and Fed policy making continue. Economists 

with evperience confidently pronounce on tne errors of tne Fed s ways. Tne 

Fed continues to make discretionary policy, recently with considerable 

success in terms of its oojecties. Each is using implicit and sometimes 

svplicit models, of considerable sophistication. 

The natural vehicles for studying alternative policy rules are tne 

large—scale econometric models, some of wnich nave met the market test o 

commercial success, Given an econometric moosl, an objective function, arc 

computing ability, optimal feedback rules for monetary policy can be 

calculated. However, given the variety end inadequacies of existing models, 

it would be difficult to justify snshrining any of these rules in 

legislation. Until and if ever a new generation of models that meets tne 

demanding standards of tne profession is oevelopeo, there will be no 

generally accepted professional basis for discussing sitermative policy 

rules. 

fihat monetary policies should be adopted in ths meantime' At a 

minimum, it is clear tnat monetary policy should adJust for predictable 

changes in velocity. It might be possible to find simple feedback ruiss that 

perform well in a variety of models,7 and to recommend them as a basis for 

'Cooper and Fischer (1972) found feedback rules tnat reacted to the 
behavior of inflation and unemployment which stabilized output in botn tne 

St. Louis and MPG models. 



monetary policy, iney could serve in the first instance a; an indicator of 

what monetary pointy should be. Prudence would suggest year; of puolic and 

professional ciscussion before an attempt was maoe to put much rule; nnto 

isgimlation. It also suggests that the rule include procedures tcr it; own 

amendment, 

Frnedean in 19dB offered hoe monetary and fiscal drameaork very muon am a 
tentative proposal for professional discussion. 
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:, jjmic lnconsiste_ncy; the Basic Example. 

Until 177, it appeared that discretion dominated rules, since any 

gcoo rule could be adopted by oiscretion.7 Tne concept of dynamic 

inconsistency, orought to macroeconomics in the rules versus discretion 

context nydland ano Prescott, 1977; completely cnanged tne debate. 

lynanic inconsistency occurs wnen a future policy decision that forms 

part of an optimal plan formulated at an initial date is no longer optimal 

from tne viewpoint of a later data, even tnough no new information has 

appeared in tne meantime. An example of dynamic inconsistency due to nrescott 

1l977 , oeveioped in Fiscner 1l9G , is tnat of optimal taxation in a system 

witn capital. Under rational expectations the solution gives tax rates tnat 

are ootimai conditional on their being expected by private agents, But once 

capital iS in place, its supply is inelastic and a government acting to 

maxmice tne welfare of tne representatiie individual would tax capital more 

neavily. The problem is that if the public expecteo tne government to iclate 

its announcement, economic welfare would oe lower tnan if the government coulo 

commit tsel to following tnrougn on its promised tax rate.8' 

me application to the rules versus discretion debate comes from tne 

claim tnat policy will be dynamically consistent if determined by rules. By 

9Friedman ;1972; had argued tnat a policy aoopteo oy rule would staoiiioe 

private sector evpectations relative to tne same policy carrieo out 0, 
oiscretion, Dot tne basis for that argument was not clear. 
4ln this section 1 draw freely on my 19Gb survey article; see also 
Cukierman 119851. 
41frecisely the same problem occurs witn the optimal inflation tax and money 
holding ICalvo, 1978); the monetary authority can always impose a lump—sum 
tax by discretely increasing the money supply and, once tne prixwte sector 
has formed expectations, is tempted to do so. 



contrast1 a government or central bank with discretion may under rational 

expectations te expected to make the snort—run optimal decision every time it 

can, therefore gains nothing from its opportunism, and on average produces a 

worse outcome than would a government able to tie its hands. 

In tnie eecton I present e sxnple Phillips—curve example of dynamic 

inconsistency, and discuee the relevance to the rules versus discretion deoatw 

of the example. In the next section I present extensions that take reputation 

into account4- 

ALLc_ihAPP.LhJ Suppose that the policy mixer has a single period loss 

functoon quadratic in the rate of inflation im) and in the deviation of real 

output (y from a target level: 

Li;ramw(y—xy*P; axO,k>l. 

kiere y' can cc interpreted as full employment output. The target level cf 

output exceeds the natural rate. 

The assumption k > 1 is crucial. The cost plausible justification is 

that tax distortions cause the natural rate of employment to be too low. That 

justification allows the lose function I.) I to be consistent with the single 

period utility function of private agents. An alternative view is that the 

government has different tastes than the private sector.43 In any event, 

dynamic inconsistency may occur whether or not the private sector and the 

government have the same tastes, 

42This structure was introduced by Kydland anc Prescott )1977i and developed 

by Barro and Gordon (1983, 1983a) , 
Backus and Driffill (1985, 1985a; 

Canconeri (1985), Rogoff (1985) and others. 
4mMore sophisticated theories that recognize heterogeneity in private sector 
tastes and that seek to ground the governments objective function in the 
electoral process could procuce a utility function for some governments that 

would seek to raise output above the natural rate, Cukierman )1T85 
containe an estended discussion of this point. 



The intrtempora iosa unction, a cia ounteb sum ox the form 

N l#6 I 

may more plausibly di#er oetween the private sector and the government in a 

system x4itn periooic elections that tan end tie life of tie government in 

this case tne goverrment may baQe a shorter horizon than the private aector 

-rn expectational Phillips curve describes the reatonsnip between 

output and inflation each perioo. 

(5 y = 4- om—m 

where m is the expected rate 0f inflation. 

Consider tirat a one—period game. The policy—maker sets the inflation 

rate. Under oiacretion tie expected inflation rate ia tasen as given, 

implying 

Late-i LoLik_ilyt 4- bmJ 

If expectations are correct, tne inflation rate will be poaitive, at the level 

(71 m, a Loik_Ilys 

where subscript d represents diecretionM. Note that the inflation rate ia 

higher the larger is b, and thus the greater the output gain from 

unanticipated inflation, the larger is the distortion (ix—liy*, and the smaller 

is a (the less costly is infiationi. 

The implied value of tne loss function under discretion is 

181 L = (k_l-y*2ll4ab2l 
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1he equi1ibrun ie evidently worse 4cr the government tand if it has tne same 

utility 1unctcn the private sector) than a zero inflation equilicrium The 

zero infiaton equilibrium, the precomnitnent solution, gives a value of tne 

lose Function equal to 

Why in tnis game does the policy—maker not choose an inflation rate of 

zero, therely attaining L ratter than L7 Under the rules of tne gane, in 

wtcn the private sector ccmmite itself First to a given m, m = U is 

nct a Nash equilicrium, Cnce the private sector has committed itself to n 

the polity—maser will choose the positive rate of inflation implied cy 

The inflation rate lTp in 17) is a Nash equilibrium that if expectec cy tne 

private sector will be implemented by the gcvernment"" 14 the pclicy—maxsr 

couic somehow commit herself to chccsing m = 0, she could cctein tne distortev 

second—beet outcome U. 

For discussing reputetionel equilibrium we want also to calculate tna 

inflation rate and value of the utility function in the fooling solution ifl 

which individuals expect the policy maker to create zero inflaticn cut tie 

instead acts opportunistically. With ir = 0, the cptmal discretionary rate 

of inflation is from fbI: 

4"t is alec the only Nash equilibriue. It is tempting when talking oF tne 
privete sector "mcvimg first" to to thimk cf it setting its expectation 
strategically. If n wee a private sector strategic viriaele, it could ox 
set at the value that would from 16) mduce m 0 Acccrdng to tne aiqehnx 
that would result in y = kyw and produce a first beet solution. But tnxt 
wcuid not ze an equiliorium Because m and r would be cifferent, in otner 

wcrde, it ie inconsistent cz argue that the public veece r at a negative 
nunzer in crcer to acnieve m 0 
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Nots tnat • • o,a is, mostly, a asaaaa of ths utility gain fros .nsspsctso 
inflation a giv.s tnt incrsass in output and a ths utility oss fros nignsr 

inflation. 

vs tins, 'isis tha 4 undassnta sat of insqualitiss ton assonstratas ti. 

bsnsf its of pr,cosaitsants 
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Tnt aiscrstionary sol,t.:n poducss tilt .argsst loss, 'ssulting as it 005* r 

a positivs rats of intation wit's no output gair. Tn.rsfors, ons ausps:'s, 

t'st policy—master .so.a nit ro;sa a zero i,fati:n rats, to .tt.ir 

Rut because t• :ss '..nct,r .5 13w5' me ts pisrnsant succasde ir t:3..—; 

tha pr.vats sector tca's 4flsr it acts :o'sistsntly . s.i, tnt govsrsasrt is 

tssptso to ,iolata •ipsctations if tnt priiats sector mould as lulled into 

sxpecting :sro inflation. In striving to obtain output gains by foolirg to. 

public, tilt governaant succssds onty in raising tnt inflation rats arid 

producing ths worst of tnt torts outcomes in '13;. 

Thsrsfors, ydland and Prascott arguad, policy—sahara should ot 

constrainS by ruls. That would anabla Usa to attain His pracossittad 

solution, adsittsdly not Us bast possibla, but battar than tnt discrationary 

altsrnativs. 
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PreilpiCar Discussion; How persuasive is thier Should we expect 

discretionary policy—nakera always to cnoose the short—run optimal soiutknn, 

or might trey take into account the coneequencea for future expectations of 

any current decisions to pursue short—run gains' Before presenting nodeis 

w;th reputation, we briefly oiacuss tne general probien of dynamic 

i n ocr] ci at en c y 

Societies deal routinely and continuously with situation; in vnicc 

cynanic inconestency could occur So oo inoividuais,nn eaitn in ganeral 

and tne national debt in particular are standing invitat;ons to surprise 

taxation, which is rarely eaplcitly imposes Implicit social sacur;ty 

ocl;gations are honored and protected. Property righta are protected c_f law 

ano unosracocs to be essential to economic efficiency in a market environment. 

Central canis with discretionary powers successfully run low—inflation 

policies ;n several countries, including Germany, Japan, and Switosrland, 

The law, constitutional or less fundamental, is obviously on; snlutiun 

to the dynam;c inconsistency problem, But not all potential dynamic 

noons;stancy situations are dealt with by the law. This raises the quastmcns 

of whicn issues are and should be handles through the law and wnicn cy 

discretionary policy—making. The ability to describe future contingann;as 

fully nusc be am importamt element in this choice, 

4nEister 11979) amd Schelling 11984) are stimulating references, dealing in 

part aitn indivisual inconsistencies and problems of self—control, 
"The dynamic inconsistency literature in macroeconomics nec bean almost 
exclusively concerned with the alleged inflationary bias of nacroeconomic 

policy. Switoerland end Sernany aside, it is clear from nistory tnat 
inflationary bias is only a sometine thing. At tne enos of the Napoleonic 
and Civil Wars, and World War I, Britain and the United States deflated to 

get back to fiaed gold parities, These episodes too deserae actenton in 
the dynamic inconsistency literature. A challenge for tne theory of dynamic 
inconsistency is to eapla;n why countries were able to institute nechan;sns 
to suppress their inflationary ties until the end of World aar I , ano cc 
explain why tne bias is worse in cone countries than others, 
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potestiaUt f—aitfai wa of tn.iting aeot the constitationtl iew 

law—ruls—ois:'st.on Øaqe is to view polic.es as irvot.ing a tradsof 
batwee tis ;ere.ts o fei'ibi1ity and ti's costs of oynaeic ircorsisten:j. 

Depending or. ti's oeiCy the legal systse sf55 an choice of the coets 

that should Os attached to atteapte to clangs it. 3iecrttionar policies, 

sun as eonetarj polic4, can ot ciaiged at tow costs raes fined by law sic, 

as eucn of fiscal po.icy are clangeabe at greater cost; rules •iad oj 

constititional law s.cv as tie rights o prints propertt or interstats 

coeeercs are ir prisciple a&so chargeable but at jet greater cost. 

Non—Rules S3pat.ovei 3r.e ma, o4 reduciig tnt inf'ationary sias o tnt oasic 

macph, seieloptt Oy ogotf t955 , is to appoint conservati'e pohicysarers. 
Suppose society s toss fsnction is .3 • at a. o or banner, os the 

potic,ener S meight on inf.atzon in nit personal toss function. Sivir.; euc 

an individaai t.is eiacretion results in a oss for eocietj of 

141 a :t ' o e.3L 

Tne sore corsereative tnt policyeaner, the closer ths society coees to 

achieving tnt p—ecoeeitted equ.hibriue. 

The notion of appointing conservative central bankers is certainly 

suggestiie. Furtrer reasons to appoint thee relate to the benefits of 

reputation, to be esaeiied bela. 

notner non—rules soutioi is to put in pLace incentives for succesaor 

governments to benave consistently. This is tne approach that nat oeen 

followed in a model in.onng gove'neent debt but not capital by ucae and 

Stoney (l9fli and ii' a eodel including in addition eonetarj policy oy Persscn, 

mRogoff slIS5; suggests thIs tradeoff, utich is enaeined farther in Section 

Vi below. Cucierean and Meltoer (l9Sbi includs sieilar considerations in 

their analysis of a government s choice between discretion and rules. 



Perseon, and Svensson (IPES) The general principle explained by Perason and 

Sversson )i984), is to place the succeseor decision—makers in a situatton 

where the penalty 4cr oeviating iron the precommitted consistent plan oaiatces 

at tne margin the benefit of doing so. In principle such arrangnenta can cc 

nace in any situations where the full aet of states of nature can ta apaufad 

en ante. 

The Lucas—Stokey and Parseon—Eveneson solution raisee delicate nasuas. 

Dynamic inconsistency doee not dieeppear, Rather the solution aesunes that 

tte government will not violate certain explicit obligations, such ax repaying 

the debt, even tnougn there is an incentive to do so. Without a theory ci 

rsoutation such solutions nave to be regarded as incomplete. We turn now to 

models with! reputation. 

V. DLnamic in:onaistenc and Pputational EQuri i b r i us. 

The tasic Phillips—curve example invitee tne question of ahetnar hna 

deciaon—naker cannot, by behaving consistently, reach a better rsauih they 

the one—period discretionary outcome. Perhaps by showing lorbearanca, 

investing in reputation, a central bank cam induce the private sector to 

believe tnat it will not produce unexpected xnflation, 

There indeed exiet reputational equilibria in which tne monetary 

authority is eapected and induced to behave consistently so long ax t coas 

so. The key to analyzing such equilibria is the specification of private 

sector expectations. 

Suppose that the horizon is infinite and that policy—makers have the 

loss function (l) i in (4) • Denote the inflation rate (7) aesociated wihh 



diacretionarf 2o&;t; ti tie ore period problem oy n, me inflation rate 

asaociatei aitn tie precommitted monetary poli is 'tp = 

we start sit' expectations oased on tnv private sector a ewin tne 

policy—maser as eitner reiabie or opportuniattc. if tne inflation rate rae 

ever osen antnir; other tnan the precommitteo rate of zero, tne expected 

inflation rate fror ten on eli oe n trim , : tne governenb has 

nitherto proo'ucet tie precommitteo inflation rate, m I, t i5 expecteO to 

continue coir; so, 

why trace pa—titular evpectationsn They wii turn out to oe 

justz+eO, or rattonal. But ax n many cases, they are not the only ratiora 

expectatiors, or in game theory terminology, perfect, eguliiria. The 

problem o nutp;e rationai expectaton5 solutions to intertemporai games iS 

well known, Besos we give another example of a consietent set of 

expeotatons. 

ovan tnese expectations, consider a government tnat has aleafs 

mehavet conxistsnts/, now coneiderng shatner to continue producing ten 

tn4laton or whether rather to fool the public. If it crests, it gains in 

that perioo 

c15} Temptation = L0—u, 9L÷ 1÷9; 

It then has to pay for its cheating my being expected to produce the 

discretionary solution forever. If that is enat is expected, tnat is the 

best thing for the government to bo. 'he loss from discretionary policy in 

one perioo relative to tne precommitted equilibrium is 

cibi Loss = L—L, 
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Note that botr! the temptation and the loss are increasing xn e, 

Tne gain from acting opportunistically s then equal to the 

temptation minus tne present discounted value of the lose that starts a 

period lwterx 

3am from opportunism = Temptatmon — Losef 

dLtB—(l+$) Itilleb, ] 

The government will act opportunistically if it ha; avery nigh 

ciscount rate, and it will thence expected to and will cehava that wwy Ic 

every succeeding period, it will keep the mnflation rate at zero 

discount rate iS low or if f me high. The role o f in determining wnetcar 
tne govrnnent keep; inflation at oero appears parsooxicel in that when 

high, the snort—run gain from unanticipated infiatmon i5 nigh. But since 

ootn the gain and tne Ices are increasing in f, the net effect is prmnri 

indeterminate, ann oepends on the curvature of the ices function, 

Note that in this certainty setting, a reputstional equilibrium mx 

posamole only mf the horizon is infinite, Otherwise the government woulo on 

sure in the last period to produce the discretionary outcome whatever tne 

private sectors expectation, and working backwards would cc enpeccec tu on 

the same in the first period. 

Berro and Gordon ilTB3a produce amotnar e'wnpla 

of a reputational equilibrium in this type of model. Tnamr expectations 

assumption is that if the government fails to produce the anpecteo mnfiatmnn 

rate this period, the privete sector expects the discretionary infietmun race 

next period; if they produce the expected inflation rate this parioo, hne7 

are expected to do so again next period. 
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The nest question is whether a zero irletion rite can be ejetisnec 

as an equtibriau. Tie lose froa opportunism Lasts only one p.rioo, oef3re 

tne gosenmeit regeins c'eeioility ins is faces win Vie sue DeCie4Dn it in 

in the initia period. Thus the gain from opportunism in this case is, ueng 

15: eqs iteis 

3am $ Teiptetmor — ass. t$s 

a n,.Z 6—s .'6 'i'uiJ 

4ith a nign omecuant rate tn government will proeace nigner than expected 

inflation in period ore. In period two it produces the discretionary rate 

s. It regains tnst a, ooui; whet was expected, but tnen promptly violates 

it in period tn'ee. has tie initial set of expectations were not rational. 

eitn a Low siaco..nt rate and high I the government wilt produce zer: 

inletion.' IA b/ accident it wire to violate that rule, tie puolic wonid 

eap.ct s. to oe fo.sowed oy ze'o inflation, and the gove'nment wold indeed 

act tnat way. Thus with .ow 6 Vie misused expectations are rational. 

For tne nig'i S case, Barro and Gordon are able to show that there ia 

an equilibria if Iv 1, nat me only if the government is not too 

iepatient. If 6. 1, it wilt go to the discretionary solution. If it is 

not too iepatient, the equilibria inflation rate in this reputetiniel 

equitibrlue lies Detain the zero inflation that would be attainable under 

precoemiteent and Cm that occurs m the government is entirely short-sightee. 

'ne nature of the rules eq4ilisriue is that the government will carr1 

out the 'ale because there is no aevantege to not doing so. If it should by 

49n the Darro—Gordon aodel zero inflation is not an equilihrii.e, because of 
ei4ferig aseseptions on tne utility functioo. 
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miscalculation deviate, thin it will next period implement e. given that it 

is e*pected to do so It regains credibility and thereafter is happy to 

implement tne rule again. The equilibria is perfect——though it is far froe 

unique, al Barro—Sordon recognize and discuss. 

Nultiole Ecuilibriat Perhaps there are eany possible equilibria in the real 

world, and it is pure accident that a particular situation exists. 

Nonetheless, it would be preferable if theory could narrow down the rings of 

possibilities. 

The description of the privete actor's response to the governeente 

deviation as a punishment raises the hope that the design of an optical 

punisheant strategy sill reduce the aultiplicity of equilibria. But unless 

the private sector is thought of as a single union, St is difficult to 

conceive now it can select en optical punisheent as opposed to optimally 

calculating expectations. 

The more proeising route probably lies in •nriching the description 

of the environment in which the policyeakers and the private sector operate. 

& Randoeizino Soverneenti Tabellini (1983, 1985), Backus and Driffill (i985, 

i985a) and Barro (1985) apply the Kreps—Wilson (1982) reputation eodel to the 

inflation problem. Tabellini, and Backus and Driffill consider a sonopoly 

union setting wages in a game with a sonetary authority. The alternative 

assumption, eade by Barro, is that privste agents are hoeogeneous and not 

engaged in strategic considerations vis—a—vis the policy—eaker. The union 

versus central bank game cay be appropriate for Europe, but in the United 

States context the notion that private agents cannot combine egeinst the 

monetary authority is core attractive than the alternative. 
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The horizon is finn,. The public bit eves tnere are two possioe 

typic o4 policy star. tnt strong and the win. The strong never in4lates. 

The weak 'its tie case .atility faction as toe public, is tiny. tempted to 

produce u—anticipated inflation, but by pretendirg to be strong can Ouisd up 

a reputation for strength. The seas policg—eaxer potentially engages in a 

sued randomizing strategy. picsing a probability of acting tough .or 

alternately, producing inflation in eacn period, and letting the dice decide 

the policy cnoice. If in any period tnt dice sase his act weak, the pb&ac 

understands ne is weak, and in each suesequent period he obtains arty the 

discretionary outcome. 

The general form of tne solution is as follows." For a long—horizon 

problem the policy—maker will start out not randomizing at all and ot 

producing inflation itnis wilL seep his repi.tation unchangedi. Because 

private agents are uncertain of the policy—makers type, inflation is oeiow 

its expected level all this time, causing a small recession. Eventaally toe 

end becoons, and the policy—eaker begins to randoeize. During tnis period 

his reputation is improving and the probability of playing strong is faliirg. 

Then towards the end, maybe only in the last period, he inflates for sa'e. 

One result that emergee from thie framework te that as the horizon 

goes to infinity, and provided the discount rate is reasonable, the 

reputatienal •quilibriue with zero inflation Ic attained. The reasoning is 

similar to that ebsvei the penalty for revealing your weaknesd is a very long 

period of inferior performance. 

"A two—period .saeple is worked out in full detail in Fischer tl9Bo.. 



Neither the elegance nor the suggesttveneee of the traps—Wilson 

construct oar be dented, But the analysis, by t000sing entirely or the weak 

policy—maker wro has made it through without irflattng draws attention awaj 

Iron the tmplausibtlityof tne underlying view of the policy-makers actxcns. 

It is dilficuic to believe a model of reputation tn which a central turk 

creates trviatton because the dtce fell one way rather than arother5 

z;While Fed poltcy that conditions on the stock market or the exchange ruts 
ts in outcome stocnasttc, the Fed is rot in those cases purely ranoonicing. 



yj, Flexicility 1mb vie5 

a motels of the preceding two sections appear to prove tte ci ear 

domirante of rules over discretion; reputational models stow that 

p011:/makers under discretion may out will ot necessariiy, probce tne 

optimal outcome tnat rules ensure. 

however tre issue is not closed. A oaa,c argumert for activist 

policy vs that the polity—taxers ;an nandie certain oisturoances more 

flexibly and more creaply cnan can myrvad private agents. cr nstance 

tmere ts no good reason why a ahft in tne demand 4or money snould be 

transmitted to prvces causing all economic agents to advst prices and sages 

when the money—treating a4tborltles tan respond instead, One of tne most 

important arguments 4or discretionary policy is that it leaves the policy— 

maker the flexibility to respond rapvoly to contingencies not foreseen or not 

describable in tne potential rule. 

Suppose that a disturbance is ooserveo by the policysaxer eacn 

period, after private sector expectations have been determined, and ttat tne 

nature of the disturoance cannot be described in the monetary rule. we 

generalice the supply function fl to: 

i19} y ye a ble—e) + a 

Here sea disturbance with expectation osro, tnat s not aerially 

correlated and tnat is not known to private agents when they nasa tneir wage 

decisions. ife do not show tine subscripts . Denote the varoance of c by b. 

The social loss function is now the expectation of LI 1 in epuation 3 

5flhis example is closely related to the analysis by Rogoff vi985 
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Thi sonetary authority is In a position to respond to realizations of 

a, but r, representing wags—sitting, is determined bsfore • as mown. men 

is no pre—coesiteent and no consideration of reputation, so that the 

discretionary solution is chosen itch period. The inflition rite is 

(20) s (a.o) bC(k—i)yi • or — a] 

implying 5 is the sass as under certainty, namely 
r • (b/aflk—flys 

and 

(20) e • (b/a)(k—i)yi — (atb')'bs 
In this solution the aonetary authority responds to supply shocks, allowing 

this to if fect both output and inflations an adverse supply shock both raises 

the inflation rats and reduces output below the natural vate.tZ 

The explited value of the loss function under these conditions is 

calculated as 

(21) LIt) • (it,)th_l)ayea • (l•$)te) S I ba/a 

Suppose alternatively that the eonetary authority had no discretion 

and that the money supply was held rigidly constant. Accuse also that the 

quantity theory holds, with 

(22) esya.p$y 

when p is the (logarithm of the) price level, and the aoney stock Is set at 

ths level which is expected to produce p • 0. Suppos. that last period the 

(logarithe of the) price level •was zero. The expected price level and 

inflation rate this period are also zero. 

°I ae accusing that the target level of output does not change with the 
supply shock. That assuaption does not affect the basic point being made 
here. 



The expected value of the loss function under a constant money rule 

can ten oe mnosn to oe 

E sl Zy. kita l#b 

Tne first term i5 larger under discretion refvertirg tne iasi: oytsmic 

inconsistency result. The second term is larger under tne constant money 

rule, reflecting tne cenefits to society of flexible monetary policy. 

There is ttus a basic tradeoff between the gains rom dynamic 

consistency and tne loss uf flexibility zn imposing a monetary rule. 

tne extent that the centra bank nsa a longer horizon than one period——ano 

this may is one reason tnat tne law attempts to isolate central oanx 

management '—om political pressures——it may be aoie to establish a reputat:on 

that serves tne same purpose as a monetary rule. 

V II. Con fljg_C onments, 

Inc rules versus discretion debate in monetary policy is at least l50 

years old. there has in that time been no monetary system whicn operated 

without the exercise of suostantial discretionary authority——to be sure more 

so at some times, such as after the collapse of the gold standard, amd in 

some countries, than others. 

The pre—1977 argueents of principle for rules lacked any convincing 

demonstration that rules mignt systeeatically be better than discretion. 

that demonstration came with the dynamic inconsistency literature, however, 

given tne possible benef its of the fiesibility of monetary policy 
under 

discretion, and the role of reputation, the dynamic inconsistency 
literature 

does not establish the superiority of rules. 
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In thinking acout monetary policy sno rules, ii 15 useful to discuss 

who the monetary oclicy makers will be3. For concreteness, consicer tne 

example of tne United States. At one extreme the decision on monetary policy 

could be mace on the basis of current knowledge and enshrined in the 

constitution. That is unlikely to happen, given the difficulties of aner!din; 

the constitution. Nor, given the uncertainties over monetary policy, should 

serious economists argue for such an amendment, it surely ill behooves a 

profession that completely failed to anticipate the variaoiiity of real 

exchange rates under a floating exchange rate system to believe that t is 

capable 0f specifying a monetary policy that shoulo be changed only tnrough 

tne tortuous process of constitutional amendment. The choice in the Unitec 

States is thus not between a monetary policy dsternineo by rule for all time, 

and discretion, but between a monetary policy specified by the Congrsvs xnu 

one chosen by the Fed, Current U.S. fiscal policy does not suggest tnat tns 

Congress woulo do a better job of choosing monetary policy than tne Fed, 

though tnat is not to say that the Fed cannot do better. 

szIn commenting on an earlier draft of this chapter, Milton Friedman 
stated 

"The major comment is the omission of what I have increasingly cone to 

regard as hamlet on this issue Cruies versus discretion), namely the 
public choice perspective. To illustrate, ... you talk about a loss 
function for the policymaker chat includes eoielb inflation ano cxv 

deviation of real ouput from a target level. If we bring this down to 

earth, these are likely to be only very inoirectly related to the real 

objectives of the actual policymakers. From revealed preference, I 

suspect that by far and away tne two most important variables in tneir 
loss function are avoiding accountability on the one hand and acnavnq 
public prestige on the other, A loss function that contains tncse two 
elements as its main argument will I believe come far closer to 

racionalioing the behavior of the Federal Reserve over the past 73 years 
than one such as you have used." 
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The Chicago school 5 •.phasis on rates 'srsus discretion was 

.istsading, is Nil its esphisis on tne desirao:tztj of rules is scn. nero 

is a crtiru..s of monetary policies, sees glvirg sore aiscrition to the 

centrsz Dart thin others. It is diffIcult to attach suc'i virtue to a rate, 

merely beciase it is e ruts, if it produces poor economic performance. 

Accordingly, sore #alsabas thin ti's rutes versa.s eiec'etion dsflte is tie 

suostintie discassion of alternative eonetary policies that accompanied .t. 

That discussion has sputtered since being oeriiled oy the econoeetric 

evaluation critique, hat is too important to 01 suppressee each longer. 
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